We show that the "fluctuation theorem", a consequence of the Chaotic Hypothesis of [1] (formulated again below), can be interpreted as extending to arbitrary forcing fields Green-Kubo's formulae, hence Onsager's reciprocity, in a class of reversible nonequilibrium statistical mechanical systems.
Interest on nonequilibrium Statistical Mechanics and Fluid Turbulence has recently produced a wealth of results, see [2] to quote only a few. I concentrate on results on thermostatted systems with a reversible dissipation mechanism. Physical relevance of such kind of thermostats is questioned (their reversibility sounding a contradictory or, at best, exotic feature): in [2] a connection with old debates and new problems was perceived clearly and to some extent discussed. But it is important that the mentioned works do contain first rate data, relations among them and deep theoretical suggestions that hint at, and call for, a theory. It is also clear that any such theory has to deal with, and say something non trivial about, the well recognized problem of "what is the analogue of the Gibbs' ensembles out of equilibrium?" Hence I do not enter here into the debate on the direct physical interest of reversible thermostats, [3] .
In the early 70's Ruelle, [4] , proposed an answer ("ensemble" = "SRB distribution", see below) and, since, many have been looking for consequences of that idea, a bit too advanced at the time to be widely appreciated. The key work [5] provided a puzzling experimental result and an indication for its theory based on Ruelle's principle. This led [1] to "predict", as a consequence of a form of Ruelle's principle ("chaotic hypothesis"), the result of [5] , with no free parameters available.
Although the results required a reversible dissipation mechanism their generality seemed promising. One should keep in mind that we look for a non equilibrium analogue of Boltzmann's heat theorem; he derived out of clear general principles, but not necessarily very clearly related to Physics at the time, that (dU + pdV )/T is exact: a property without free parameters "always valid". The fluctuation theorem seemed a step in this direction.
As a consequence I wanted to test whether the chaotic hypothesis is consistent (at least for the considered wide class of systems) with other properties that are known or universally believed to be correct in generic non equilibrium systems. Not many of them exist: perhaps only the fluctuation dissipations theorems (i.e. Onsager's reciprocity and Green-Kubo's formulae) which concern derivatives of thermodynamic quantities in terms of forcing fields evaluated at zero forcing. The purpose of this paper is to show that the fluctuation theorem of [1] , valid with small or large forcing reduces to Onsager's relations and Green-Kubo's formulae at zero forcing: ı.e. it is a general law with no free parameters, valid out of equilibrium with no conditions and reducing to known results near equilibrium. Hence it is a result of the type that one looks for in the attempt to establish a theory of nonequilibrium. That the chaotic hypothesis implied Onsager's reciprocity was already noted in [6] with no reference to the fluctuation theorem; but the experimental results of [7] suggested that there could have been a much less technical derivation directly from the fluctuation theorem. This is done in the present paper by showing that the latter general theorem, a property of large fluctuations, becomes a trivial identity at zero fields but, if before letting the fields to 0 one divides by appropriate powers of the forcings and at the same time one uses the central limit theorem for small fluctuations, one gets Green-Kubo's relations (hence reciprocity). We, therefore, conclude that the fluctuation theorem can be regarded as an extension to non zero fields of Onsager's reciprocity theorem valid only at 0 forcing.
A typical system studied here will be N point particles subject to (a) mutual and external conservative forces with potential V ( q 1 , . . . , q N ), (b) external (non conservative) forces, forcing agents, { F j }, j = 1, . . . , N , whose strength is measured by parameters {G i }, i = 1, . . . , s, and (c) also to forces { ϕ j }, j = 1, . . . N , generating constraints that provides a model for the thermostatting mechanism that keeps the energy of the system from growing indefinitely (because of the continuing action of the forcing agents). An observable O({ q,˙ q}) evolves under the time evolution S t solving the equations of motion:
(m = particles mass; ϕ j "thermostatting" forces assuring approach to a (non equilibrium) stationary state). Time evolution of O on the motion starting at x = ( q,˙ q) is a function t → O(S t x); motion statistics is the stationary probability distribution µ + on phase space C such that:
for all data x ∈ C except a set of zero measure with respect to the volume µ 0 on C. The distribution µ + is assumed to exist: a property called zero-th law, [1, 6] .
The thermostatting mechanism will be described by force laws ϕ j enforcing the constraint that kinetic energy (or total energy) of the particles, or of subgroups of the particles, remains constant, [8] . It is convenient also to imagine that the constraints keep the total kinetic energy bounded (hence phase space is bounded). Constraint forces { ϕ j } will be supposed such that the system is reversible: this means that there will be a map i, defined on phase space, anticommuting with time evolution: i.e. S t i ≡ i S −t . Examples of such thermostats are in Nosé-Hoover's class, see for instance [1, 2] .
Reversibility is a key assumption, [1, 9] . In [1, 7] the above systems, at least when chaotic i.e. when showing at least one positive Lyapunov exponent, are supposed to verify following hypothesis:
Chaotic hypothesis: A reversible many particle system in a stationary state can be regarded as a transitive Anosov system for the purpose of computing the macroscopic properties.
This means that the attractor is assumed hyperbolic in a strict mathematical sense ("Anosov" is a technical statements about existence and mild regularity of stable and unstable manifolds at each attractor point); transitive means that the stable and unstable manifolds of each attractor point are dense on the attractor, see [4] .
In [7] a broader formulation of the hypothesis is given that applies also to cases in which the attractor is smaller than the whole phase space (which may happen at really large forcing and fixed number of particles): but in this paper we adhere to the original formulation, [1] , to simplify the analysis.
In the quoted references it is argued that the chaotic hypothesis should be considered in the same way as the ergodic hypothesis in equilibrium statistical mechanics. It is assumed as correct even in cases in which it cannot be mathematically strictly valid: but this can be done only for the purpose of deriving statistical properties of a few relevant observables. An analogue of this procedure is the derivation of the second law from ergodicity (i.e. from the microcanonical ensemble): the law ("Boltzmann's heat theorem") is derived supposing ergodicity and it is assumed valid even when the ergodic hypothesis is obviously false (e.g. for the free gas in a box).
It might be surprising that there are non trivial consequences of the hypothesis, besides the existence of the distribution µ + in (2) which in this context is called the SRB distribution, and that they can be tested, [5, 7] . The main one is the fluctuation theorem, see below.
In [1] the divergence of the r.h.s. of Eq. (1) is a quantity −σ(x) defined on phase space that has been identified with the entropy production rate.
The chaotic hypothesis, (CH), implies a fluctuation theorem or (FT) which, [1] , is a property of the fluctuations of the entropy production rate. Namely if we denote σ + = C σ(y)µ + (dy) the time average, over an infinite time interval by Eq. (2), then the dimensionless finite time average p = p(x):
has a statistical distribution π τ (p) with respect to the stationary state distribution µ + such that:
provided (of course) σ + > 0. Following [1] a reversible system for which σ + > 0 will be called dissipative. Ruelle's H-theorem states that σ + ≥ 0 and, at least if there are no nontrivially 0 Lyapunov exponents (e.g. if (CH) is assumed), σ + > 0 unless the stationary distribution µ + has the form ρ(x)µ 0 (dx), [9] . Hence we shall suppose that the system is dissipative when the forcing G does not vanish and, without real loss of generality, that σ(ix) = −σ(x) and that σ(x) ≡ 0 when the external forcing vanishes, writing:
Assuming fast decay of σ-σ correlations ( to be expected if the (CH) is accepted, [13] ) then by a result of Sinai [13] the entropy verifies a limit theorem; i.e.:
where ζ(p) is analytic for p in the interval [−p * , p * ] within which it can vary (model dependent) [10, 11] . The function ζ(p) can be conveniently computed because its transform λ(β) = lim τ →∞ 1 τ log e βτ (p−1) σ + π τ (p)dp can be expressed by a cumulant expansion. Once λ(β) is "known" then ζ(p) is recovered via a Legendre transform; ζ(p) = max β β σ + (p − 1) − λ(β) , [10, 11] .
By using the cumulant expansion for λ(β) we find that
denote the cumulants of the variables σ(x).
In our case the cumulants of order j have size O(G j ), by Eq. (5), so that:
(note the first term in r.h.s. giving the central limit theorem). Eq. (7), together with the (FT) (4), yields at fixed p the key relations:
We define, [10] :
To derive Green-Kubo formulae, (GK), we first look at the r.h.s. of the first of Eq. (8) discarding O(G 3 ): the r.h.s becomes quadratic in G with coefficients:
On the other hand the expansion of σ + in the l.h.s. of Eq. (8) to second order in G gives:
because the first order term vanishes (by Eq. (5), or (8)). The r.h.s. of (10) is the sum of
which equals the sum of the following three terms: the first is ∂ Gi ∂ Gj σ(x)µ + (dx), the second is ∂ Gi σ(x)∂ Gj µ + (dx) + (i ↔ j) and the third is σ(x)∂ Gi ∂ Gj µ + (dx)), all evaluated at G = 0. The first addend is 0 (by time reversal), the third addend is also 0 (as σ = 0 at G = 0). Hence:
and it is easy to check, again by using time reversal, that:
Thus equating r.h.s and l.h.s. of Eq. (8), as expressed respectively by Eq. (9) and (11) we express the matrix Lij +Lji 2 getting (GK) at least if i = j: a relation sometimes called a "fluctuation dissipation theorem", [12] .
We want to show that the above ideas also suffice to prove Onsager reciprocity, (OR), i.e. L ij = L ji . The main remark is that we can extend (FT) theorem to give properties of joint distribution of the average of σ, (3), and of the corresponding µ + -average of G j ∂ Gj σ. In fact defining dimensionless j-current q = q(x) as:
where the factor G j is there only to keep σ and G j ∂ Gj σ with the same dimensions.
Then if π τ (p, q) is the joint probability of p, q the same proof of the (FT) in [1] yields also:
and the limit theorem in (6) is extended, [13] , to:
We can compute ζ(p, q) in the same way as ζ(p) by considering first the transform λ(β 1 , β 2 ):
(16) and then the Legendre trasform:
The function λ( β), β = (β 1 , β 2 ), is evaluated by the cumulant expansion, as above, and one finds:
where C is the 2×2 matrix of the second order cumulants. The coefficient C 11 is given by C 2 appearing in (7); C 22 is given by the same expression with σ replaced by G j ∂ Gj σ while C 12 is the mixed cumulant:
we get:
completely analogous to (7) . But the (FT) in (14), implies that ζ(p, q)−ζ(−p, −q) is q independent: this means, as it is immediate to check:
which because of (8), and of (C −1 ) 22 = C 11 / det C, becomes the analogue of (8):
Then, proceeding as in the derivation of (9) through (12) (i.e. expanding both sides of (22) to first order in the G i 's and using (19)) we get that ∂ Gi ∂ Gj σ + is given by the integral in (9) . This means that L ij = L ji and the (GK) follow together with the (OR). Thus Eq. (8),(22) and the ensuing (GK), and (OR), are a consequence of (FT), (4) , and of its (obvious) extension, (14), in the limit G → 0, when combined with the expansion (7) for entropy fluctuations. Those theorems and the fast decay of the σσ correlations, [13] , are all natural consequences of (CH) for reversible statistical systems, which is the starting point of our considerations. Reversibility is here assumed both in equilibrium and in non equilibrium: this is a feature of gaussian thermostat models, [1] , but by no means of all models, [5, 8] .
Of course while the (OR) and (GK) only hold around equilibrium, i.e. they are properties of G-derivatives evaluated at G = 0, and the expansion for λ(β) is a general consequence of the correlation decay, the (FT) also holds far from equilibrium, i.e. for large G and can be considered a generalization of the (OR) and (GK).
Evidence for (8) , (22) arose in [7] in an effort to interpret results of various numerical experiments and an apparent incompatibility of the a priori known non gaussian nature of the distribution π τ (p) and "gaussian looking" empirical distributions. In [7] the situation arising at really large fields, when the attractor is strictly smaller than the whole phase space, is also discussed.
The above ideas as well as attempts to give a more fundamental role to gaussian thermostats gave rise, recently, to several papers [3] .
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